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English Language Proficiency Standard 1: English language learners communicate in English for 

SOCIAL AND INSTRUCTIONAL purposes within the school setting. 


Grade Level Cluster: 9-12 
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. .Level 1 Level2 Level3 Level4 Level5 . 
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Standard or 

.• AnchorEntering .·· Beginning Developing Expanding Bridging 
·. 

.. .. . ..· ·. 
' 
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Analyze and interpret the 

Follow instructions or 
 Process and respond to Process and respond to Follow, process and appropriateness of oral 

requests from peers 
 discourse from unfamiliar discourse from indirect respond to messages or information·;:" "' 

"' supported by gestures (such - speakers with visual support sources (such as: announcements over the from a variety of sources . 

"' as: "Meet me at my locker •(such as: at assemblfes or on cassettes or CDs) working intercom with peer (such as: popular songs :::; after Btll period"). field trips). with a partner, support. and voicemail messages) .· 
within a small group. 

r 
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<Skim/scan material toc: ~ -.Connect information from Evaluate hypotheses Summarize information "' Preview visually supported confirm information or
visually supported text to from a variety of visually based on information from ~ text to glean basic facts. hypotheses working with "' 'self. supported print resources. visually supported text. 

a partner. "' ;:o" (J) 
Ill 
(') 
::r 

Compare and contrast Critique and evaluate ::iState preferences for types Recommend games, (CDescribe preferred movies, plays, films, books, songs, plays, films, books, songs, :;;:" 
Cl 

of music, games, TV songs, books, films or
magazines, stories, or" computer programs or computer programs, or 

"' programs or recreational computer programs with a 
authors to a partner. magazine articles using magazine articles within a Cl. activities using pictures. peer.(/) .····realia. small group. 

' 

.. 

Make written conclusions 
Create a graphic organizer Develop interview Write a summary ofCl List common personal and Inferences about datac about common personal questions for a persona! infonnation from personal :e interests working with a collected from 

~ interests working with a interest questionnaire Interest questionnaires 5: ·. partner. questionnaires working 
partner. within a small group. within a small group. .·with a partner. 
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